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Ø Why it is interesting to consider PBH as Dark Matter

Ø Where it is interesting to look for PBH as Dark Matter

Ø…some “NO-SEE-UMS”, “SPACE COWS”, “PYRAMIDS”



THIS PLOT 
IS WRONG*

Carr et al, 2017

Can there be enough PBH around to be the DM?

What is the maximal fraction of dark matter in PBH?

*Carr has since corrected it!



The fraction of PBH that could be the dark matter depends 
on the mass function!

…what is the mathematical function that maximizes
the mass fraction of primordial black holes 

compatibly with constraints?

Carr et al, 2017



* Lehmann, Profumo and Yant, JCAP 2018

Answer: with N independent constraints, the optimal 
function is a linear combination of N delta functions

with calculable relative weights
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Numerical validation
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* Lehmann, Profumo and Yant, JCAP 2018

So YES, depending on the constraints choice, 
PBH can be 100% of the dark matter!



Is there a goldilocks signature of PBH?

Yes! BH merger with a sub-Chandrasekhar mass (1.4 Msun)

Preliminary LIGO search results are out!



Is there a goldilocks signature of PBH?

Yes! BH merger with a sub-Chandrasekhar mass (1.4 Msun)

Preliminary LIGO search results are out!

Given a mass function, one can calculate: 

1. Rate of “goldilocks events”

2. Mass fraction of light+detectable BHs



We can numerically compute the maximal and minimal
possible “goldilocks event rate”

* Lehmann, Profumo and Yant, MNRAS



We can numerically compute the maximal and minimal
possible “goldilocks event rate”

* Lehmann, Profumo and Yant, MNRAS

10 yr-1

1 yr-1

0.1 yr-1



Besides the mass, LIGO informs us about the spin of BHs…
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Fernandez and Profumo, 1905.13109 (JCAP); Slide credit: Nico Fernandez (UCSC à UIUC)



Truth: PBH

Fernandez and Profumo, 1905.13109 (JCAP); Slide credit: Nico Fernandez (UCSC à UIUC)



Truth: Low-isotropic Truth: Flat-isotropic

Fernandez and Profumo, 1905.13109 (JCAP); Slide credit: Nico Fernandez (UCSC à UIUC)



What else could fake a low-spin PBH? Super-radiance!

Assuming an initial spin and alignment distribution, one 
can compute the “best-fit” axion mass

Similarly, spin measurements can put constraints on 
axion-like particles



Regge plot (effective spin vs mass) assuming 
Flat priors for both mass and spin*

*Fernandez, Ghalsasy, Profumo, 1911.07862

What else could fake a low-spin PBH? Super-radiance!



little problem: X-ray binaries tend to have large spins…
…but these are massive, so high-l is non-super-radiant!

*Fernandez, Ghalsasy, Profumo, 1911.07862

What else could fake a low-spin PBH? Super-radiance!



Posterior Probability for ALP mass

What else could fake a low-spin PBH? Super-radiance!

*Fernandez, Ghalsasy, Profumo, 1911.07862



THIS PLOT 
IS WRONG



HSC study makes a few (worrisome) assumptions:

Ø All stars are at the same distance

Ø All stars have the same size (1 Rsun)

Ø DM is completely smooth

* Smyth, Profumo et al, 1910.01285, PRD



Sun-like stars are however too dim for HSC!

* Profumo, Smyth+ PRD 2020

Stars that contribute to the 
microlensing constraints 
are ~ 100x larger in the sky 
than the Sun!



The bigger the star, the more important
finite-source-size effects!

* Profumo, Smyth+ PRD 2020
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The bigger the star, the more important
finite-source-size effects!



How do we go after them? Capture and perturbation around PSR?

* Profumo, Smyth+ PRD 2020

FL: similar
issues**! 

** Katz+ JCAP 2018



Lightest PBH that can be dark matter…

Coogan, Morrison & Profumo, 2010.04797

Ø are ~ asteroid/comet/PYRAMID mass
Ø can’t be much hotter than 10 MeV



Coogan, Morrison & Profumo, 2010.04797



Our new COMPTEL constraints are among strongest/robust

Coogan, Morrison & Profumo, 2010.04797



New MeV Telescopes could discover Hawking evaporation!

Coogan, Morrison & Profumo, 2010.04797



New MeV Telescopes could discover Hawking evaporation!

Coogan, Morrison & Profumo, 2010.04797



Hot off the press!!
Neutron Star Quantum Death by Small black holes

Giffin, Lloyd, McDermott & Profumo, 2105.06504, PRL submitted

Bondi spherical fluid accretion breaks down if the accreting 
black hole has size ~ neutron de Broglie wavelength!

Munruh ~ 4x1012
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Hot off the press!!
Neutron Star Quantum Death by Small black holes

Giffin, Lloyd, McDermott & Profumo, 2105.06504, PRL submitted

The initial size of the black hole in a NS depends on the 
dark matter spin/mass/interaction properties 



…even if PBH are NOT the dark matter, they can PRODUCE
the dark matter via Hawking evaporation!



…even if PBH are NOT the dark matter, they can PRODUCE
the dark matter via Hawking evaporation!

* Morrison, Profumo and Yu (JCAP, 2019)

ruled out by BBN (more on that later!)



Relative initial 
abundance of PBH 
to everything else

Mass of decaying 
RH neutrino 

producing baryon 
asymmetry

Ruled out by CMB 
limits on HI

Dark Matter too fast

RH neutrino produced 
below EWPT

PBH (eventually) 
dominate 

universe energy 
density

* Morrison, Profumo and Yu (JCAP, 2019)

RH neutrinos 
thermalize



Dark Matter can be a mix of Planck-scale relics from PBH 
evaporation, and stuff the PBH evaporated into!

Too much Dark Matter

* Morrison, Profumo and Yu (JCAP, 2019)



* Page, 1977
** Lehmann, Johnson, Profumo and Schwemberger, 1906.06348 (JCAP10(2019)046)

As BH approach the Planck scale, they can acquire a 
significant relic electric charge

(under simple assumptions) 
the relic charge is 

approximately Gaussian*

If evaporation stops around the Planck scale 
(because of extremality, or because of quantum gravity) 

we are left with a population of charged, Planck-scale relics!



* Lehmann, Johnson, Profumo and Schwemberger, 1906.06348 (JCAP10(2019)046)



* Lehmann and Profumo, 2105.01627

…true only if evaporation stops very late 
(much later than BBN), which 

cannot happen!



1030 eV 1040 eV 1050 eV 1060 eV 1070 eV

10-3 g 107 g 1017 g 1027 g 1037 g

“Stellar-Mass”
(1035 g)

Black Holes

ü Spins look a lot like PBH!
ü …or maybe they are low 

because of superradiance?
ü Do they disrupt CMB*?

* Gaspari, Lehmann, Profumo, in preparation



1030 eV 1040 eV 1050 eV 1060 eV 1070 eV

10-3 g 107 g 1017 g 1027 g 1037 g

ü Microlensing a lot trickier 
than previously thought!

ü Detection strategies? PTA?

“Asteroid-Mass”
(1022 g)

Black Holes



1030 eV 1040 eV 1050 eV 1060 eV 1070 eV

10-3 g 107 g 1017 g 1027 g 1037 g

ü Best constraints: COMPTEL
ü Future MeV telescopes
ü NS quantum death!

“Pyramid-Mass”
(1016 g)

“Evanescent” Black Holes



1030 eV 1040 eV 1050 eV 1060 eV 1070 eV

10-3 g 107 g 1017 g 1027 g 1037 g

ü Decays can produce DM, 
BAU, Planck relics 

Ton-size
“Space-cow”
Black Holes



1030 eV 1040 eV 1050 eV 1060 eV 1070 eV

10-3 g 107 g 1017 g 1027 g 1037 g

ü Likely (partly) charged
ü Detectable!
ü Not too fast!

Grain-of-Salt
“No-see-ums”

Black Holes



1030 eV 1040 eV 1050 eV 1060 eV 1070 eV

10-3 g 107 g 1017 g 1027 g 1037 g

In the era of gravitational wave astronomy, 

the physics of macroscopic DM candidates 

offers many opportunities for the ingenuity 

of theorists and the craft of observers





What about mixed models?

current 10 
LIGO events

Fernandez and Profumo, 1905.13109 (JCAP); Slide credit: Nico Fernandez (UCSC à UIUC)



What about mixed models?

projection
truth=0.5

Fernandez and Profumo, 1905.13109 (JCAP); Slide credit: Nico Fernandez (UCSC à UIUC)



SUBARU HSC microlensing, 1701.02151 VERSION 1



SUBARU HSC microlensing, 1701.02151 VERSION 2: wave effects

wacky constraints 
(WD, NS) have 

disappeared



SUBARU HSC microlensing, VERSION 3: finite source AND wave effects

This constraint 
also non-existent*

* Katz et al, 1807.11495

…but assuming all stars have R = Rsun !


